
Mobile Clinical Access– Anytime, Anywhere
The advent of today’s advanced technology, combined with a fast-paced, ever-changing healthcare 
environment, creates a demand for quick and easy access to data. Interactant Mobile module provides 
secure, on-the-go access for providers to retrieve data remotely. Authorized users can access Interactant 
from any mobile device, providing web access to patient results and many other Interactant features. 

Informed Decisions, Fast Response 
Interactant Mobile promotes flexibility and productivity, as well as safe, immediate care and response. 
Collaborate easily with team members, update medical records for immediate review of patient history 
or allergies for more informed care decisions. Convenient and simple, the Interactant Mobile module also 
extends reporting capabilities, allowing better decisions based on real-time mobile data. 

HCS Interactant® 
Mobile Module

All information populates Interactant modules real-time, empowering your organization’s mobile workforce:

Provide access to organizational resources on the move

Provides a simple mobile menu of available resources

Automatically authenticate users for password-protected access

Easy search capability with ability to add or modify data

Secure access to EMR including assessments, notes, orders, results, plan of care, vital signs, etc.

Simple to implement, users can be up and running in minutes

Charge management

Referral Management
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Benefits:

View/update medical records on-the-go 

Accessible via any mobile device with a browser 

Allows for rapid response for immediate care 

Information updates in real-time 

Increased productivity and time savings 

Keep Communication and Processes Moving

Mobile access in healthcare has become key towards better communications, faster care and 
collaboration between various facilities. Interactant Mobile allows for flexibility and real-time access  
in order to deliver faster response and care via your mobile devices.

To learn more about Interactant Mobile and how it can help your organization, contact us today at 
800.524.1038 or visit www.hcsinteractant.com

HCS is a leading provider of an all-in-one healthcare information technology platform that spans electronic 
health records (EHR), revenue cycle management, financial management, mobility, and business intelligence.  
In use at over 5,000 LTACH, behavioral health and senior living facilities, the Interactant platform helps multi-site 
providers deliver better quality and safety in care while increasing efficiencies and financial performance.


